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C h a i r p e r son ’ s
Report
I am pleased to present Innovation Without Borders, 2019
Annual Report of the Institute for Intelligent Systems
Research and Innovation (IISRI).

ALFRED DEAKIN PROFESSOR
JULIE OWENS
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research
Chairperson, IISRI Board

IISRI, as one of the premier research institutes in
Australia, has managed to punch well above their weight,
demonstrating continuous innovation and producing highly
valued research outputs, which is definitely the identity of
Deakin University.
Indeed, 2019 was a very successful and prosperous year for
IISRI, witnessing the success on many fronts, from research
awards of ARC Discovery, Cooperative Research Centre,
Department of Defence, to direct industry research funds.
In parallel, the team managed to keep the research tempo
very high, producing approximately 100 peer reviewed
papers, while delivering all research milestones on time
and on budget. In return, Deakin University showed its
very strong support and commitment to IISRI through the
establishment of a state-of-the-art building to satisfy the
ever growing needs for more research laboratories
and offices.

IISRI was pivotal in successfully organising the nowadays
very well acclaimed Navy-Industry-Academia (NIA)
Conference held at Deakin Waterfront in May 2019,
attracting over 400 participants. IISRI researchers received
a high commendation award in the “Innovation Award
for Training” category during the Avalon Airshow 2019
for innovation in utilising the haptically-enabled Universal
Motion Simulator (UMS) as a low-cost, high-fidelity, and
safe air/sea/land vehicle training platform.
Deakin University was pleased to see Professor Saeid
Nahavandi elected as a Fellow of the Australian Academy
of Technology and Engineering for his seminal research
contributions and leading authority in haptically enabled
robotic technologies.
The University is very pleased with IISRI’s achievements,
all of which were a great testament to numerous highly
motivated and well-performing researchers, functioning as
a single team to innovate and propel the general frontier of
intelligent systems.

RIGHT: IISRI expansion at Deakin.
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2019 was a very
successful and
prosperous year,
with continuous
innovation and
highly valued
research outputs
being produced
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the highly
innovative RAIDER
transitioned from
the laboratory
to the commercial
world while
attracting sales
for multiple units
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D i r ecto r ’ s
Report

ALFRED DEAKIN PROFESSOR
SAEID NAHAVANDI, FTSE
IISRI Director

The Institute for Intelligent Systems Research and
Innovation (IISRI) underwent a very busy, very successful
year on many fronts, including the success of one of
our innovations, RAIDER, which transitioned from the
laboratory to the commercial world, while attracting
sales for multiple units.

IISRI ranked second in the field of robotics and AI in
Australia with respect to the number of research paper
citations for the period of 2019, among all top robotics and
AI thought leaders. From the perspective of technology
uptake, innovation and commercialisation, IISRI ranked
first nationally, a wonderful achievement.

IISRI staff contributed towards the design and inception of
the new IISRI building – an innovation space to be used not
only as accommodation of our main laboratories and staff
but also a birthplace for pioneering and high-quality R&D
products. The new building will complement our existing
laboratories that hold a number of very large state-of-theart robotic, haptics, and autonomous systems used in a
variety of research initiatives, including a number of worldfirst haptically-enabled motion simulation facilities.

Our international initiatives focused on strengthening
joint research with Harvard University, Imperial College,
Trinity College Dublin, Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, Cleveland Clinic, USA, and National University
of Singapore. A number of staff spent their sabbatical
in these organisations, building greater and stronger
research partnerships.

IISRI was instrumental in realising a research partnership
between Airbus and Deakin University, which spans
multiple fronts including motion simulation, material
science, battery technologies, control systems, uncertainty
quantification principles, machine learning and AI, as well
as human performance analysis, just to name a few key
Deakin University research areas.
Being focused at the nexus of Defence-Academia-Industry,
IISRI successfully organised the Australia Defence and
Industry Symposium, bringing together over 200 delegates
from these three sectors to exchange ideas and explore
opportunities for fostering a tri-partite collaboration.
The Symposium attracted world class speakers from
Airbus, Boeing, Thales, KBR and several highly cited top
research professors to deliver a number of contemporary
activities in both industry and university environments.

Finally, I was fortunate to visit DLR (Germany) and several
organisations involved in European space station research,
including the European Astronaut Center, Microgravity
User Support Center, Galileo Control Center, Space
Operations and Astronaut Center, OHB System AG, and
Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics. It was indeed an
eye opener seeing so many capabilities that Australia could
offer and also identifying the role Deakin-IISRI could play.
This resulted in a joint research collaboration on motion
simulation with DLR, and I am pleased to report IISRI
hosted one of the research leaders from DLR in 2019 to
pave the way in what we envisage as exploring beyond
the unknown.
Very exciting!
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Bo a r d M em b e r s
2019
TOP L-R:
Alfred Deakin Professor Julie Owens
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research, Chairperson
Professor Iain Martin
Vice Chancellor
Alfred Deakin Professor Saeid Nahavandi
Director, IISRI
Professor Doug Creighton
Deputy Director, IISRI

MIDDLE L-R:
Professor Rachel Huxley
Executive Dean, Faculty of Health
Professor Christine Ure
Executive Dean, Faculty of Arts and Education
Dr Ben Spincer
Director, Deakin Research Commercial
Professor Peng Shi
External Independent Director

BOTTOM L-R:
Major General Michael Fairweather
External Independent Director
Mr Vahid Haydari
External Independent Director
Mr Jamie Baensch
External Independent Director

Members who served on the Board during the financial year but have since retired:
Professor Jane den Hollander AO Vice Chancellor
Professor Brendon Crotty Executive Dean, Faculty of Health
Professor Brenda Cherednichenko Executive Dean, Faculty of Arts and Education
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E x ec u ti v e T e a m
2019
TOP L-R:
Professor Saeid Nahavandi
Director
Professor Doug Creighton
Deputy Director

MIDDLE L-R:
Associate Professor Chee Peng Lim
Associate Director Research
Michelle Gait
General Manager

BOTTOM:
Mr Michael Fawaz
Manager, Business
Administration and
Major Projects

Our vision:
By 2020 IISRI is
recognised as
a global leader
in research,
innovation and
development
of intelligent
systems
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T o w a r ds I nd u st r y 5 . 0
– A H u m a n C ent r ic
S ystems S ol u tion
The concept of Industry 4.0, one could say was born as early
as the late eighties in several research laboratories around the
world, including in the UK, when the power of computers allowed
manufacturing systems to be modelled, simulated and then linked
through system controllers into production systems.
New control philosophies combining new concepts, best strategies
and work practices from distributed and centralised control
systems, led to agent-based control theories and architectures for
manufacturing. This was the starting point of introducing machine
intelligence, now widely known as Artificial Intelligence (AI), into
the manufacturing sector. Robots, computer numerical controller
machines, programmable logic controllers, machine vision, and
many other sensory systems were integrated through proprietary
networks to provide higher quality manufactured goods, while
allowing integration to the overall factory controller and allowing
a master view of the world. All were moving towards “human-less
factories”. It was the birth of intelligent manufacturing systems, a
rather hot topic in the early 90s.
Having supervised over 50 PhDs for more than 30 years, I am
discovering that there is a desperate need to go back to basics and
rethink how humans can be brought back and put at the apex of
the control hierarchy with autonomous and intelligent machines
working as partners the notion of Human-on-the-Loop.
If we look around ourselves the world is now approaching a pivot
point in terms of technology usage. One prominent example of
which can be dubbed as the face-off between AI-powered robots
and human workforce for the purpose of productivity is the
increase in routine, repetitive jobs.
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The trade-offs from adopting advanced technologies and AI in the
manufacturing chains, in addition to other areas, are imposing
punishing challenges on the industry leaders due to human workers
facing higher risks of redundancy compared with what they had to
deal with just a few years ago. The renewed popularity of robots,
fuelled by rapid advances from Industry 4.0, is making the problem
even more challenging.
Due to an increased focus on the sustainability of the environment,
competent workforces and social stability, the leaders around the
globe are progressively focusing on solving the issue of keeping
people employed while increasing productivity. The problem is
not trivial and it begs for a new paradigm of thinking; therefore
the introduction of Industry 5.0. In an Industry 5.0 environment,
human creativity is used and combined with the power of robots
and machines working together in harmony, feeding off each
other, giving rise to a symbiotic relationship between humans
and machines.
The very core of Industry 5.0 is a perfect harmony between AIpowered robots and skilled human capitals. While the robots are
very efficient in routine and repetitive jobs, humans are unmatched
in solving problems and thinking out-of-the box. Industry 5.0
exploits these complementary skill sets to create partners-inwork. It proposes that robots should be used in conjunction with
the human workforce to achieve a never-before-seen height of
productivity, which would not be achievable otherwise. Intelligent
robots are able to predict the human intentions in the production
floor or workforce and to assist and cooperate with humans
without being pre-programmed.

RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

While robots
are very efficient
in routine and
repetitive jobs,
humans are
unmatched in
solving problems
and thinking
out-of-the box

One simplistic example is to have a robot in a
manufacturing platform in a car or UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicle) customisation business, where a
human constantly requires different parts and a robot
anticipates what is needed. The robot proceeds to
autonomously source the required parts without
being explicitly asked by the human, leading to a
manifold increase in productivity. The concept of mass
customisation will allow the ultimate direct link between
users and providers of the technology in achieving realtime (or massively reduced lead-time) operations.

Unlike the traditional system, the production lines here
are unconstrained, without any robot-machine guarding
while operating with the highest safety standards, due to
capability of the robots to be aware of human intentions
at all times, intelligently. This is a unique proposition of
Industry 5.0, because the robots are aiming to replicate
the usefulness of a human work buddy, who intrinsically
understands a particular task at hand, observes the
process, anticipates what’s next, and then attempts to
improve the efficiency of the process.
However, the success of Industry 5.0 is dependent on
the success of AI. Computer vision, deep learning and
transfer learning need to be used to perfection so that a
robot can always predict the need of the human partner
with high accuracy in a very dynamic, uncertain and
complex environment. The key to Industry 5.0 is not the
building of a better robot, rather it is the science that can
predict human intention very robustly and accurately
and plan a course of action that another human expert
would have carried out.
At IISRI, we have brought the knowledge and experience
of what we started in the mid 80’s as Intelligent
Manufacturing to now focusing on AI-powered
robots, creating a new and first wave for ready set-ups
pertaining to Industry 5.0-based systems. It comprises a
range of intelligent robots, autonomous mobile robotic
systems, cobots (collaborative robots), and powerful
prediction-based algorithms as the cornerstone of this
research initiative. Indeed, a key enabler in the circular
economy of the future.
Alfred Deakin Professor Saeid Nahavandi

ABOVE: Picture adapted from IEEE SMC Magazine Volume 3, No 1.
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IISRI'S modelling
and simulation
research helped
ease polling
queues and wait
times for voters
in the may 2019
federal election
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RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

D e a k in modellin g h el p s
e a se F ede r a l election
p ollin g q u e u es

ABOVE: Simulation model snapshot of
a typical polling place on election day.
OPPOSITE: Bundled Senate ballot papers
after being sorted and counted.

Long queues have been one of the biggest voter
complaints on election days. Thanks to a collaboration
between the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) and
IISRI’s modelling and simulation research team, the
voter experience at the May 2019 Federal election was
greatly improved.

Other changes included increasing the number of voting
screens, emphasising key principles of polling place layout,
including mini queues, in training materials, developing a
training video on voter flow and queue management and
allowing for a surge workforce in larger polling places
where necessary.

Using state-of-the-art computer modelling and data
analysis designed by IISRI experts, the AEC was able to more
accurately estimate how many staff were needed at polling
places across the country, significantly reducing queues and
wait times. Almost 9 million voters descended on about
7,000 polling place locations on Election Day.

The AEC’s voter survey indicated a large increase in
satisfaction in 2019, compared to 2016. Satisfaction with
the overall voting experience increased from 87 per cent
in 2016 to 94 per cent in 2019. Voter satisfaction with ‘the
length of time you had to wait to vote’ increased from
78 per cent in 2016 to 91 per cent in 2019.

Led by IISRI’s Associate Professor Michael Johnstone, the
project involved advanced discrete event simulation and
stochastic modelling of strategic scenarios to determine the
average time a voter may spend within a polling place and
the degree to which this might vary.

Associate Professor Johnstone said some queues at polling
places are unavoidable, due to variations in the arrival
rates of electors. “But our model can provide an estimate
of queue times and behaviour, helping electoral officers
to more accurately predict resource requirements for
materials and personnel and to find the right balance
between polling place performance and cost,” he said.

The AEC devoted a significant proportion of its time and
resources in 2019 to planning and preparing for the federal
election. The AEC notes in its 2019 Annual Report:
“One of the greatest areas of change has been the suite
of improvements to polling place operations to improve
staff and voter experiences on polling day. These changes
were made based on data through our research with
Deakin University, which was further validated at recent
by-elections (such as Bennelong). Some of these changes
included increasing the number of staff in each polling place
and introducing ‘mini queues’ to better manage polling
place queues.”

Associate Professor Johnstone and the team at Deakin’s
Institute for Intelligent Systems Research and Innovation
(IISRI) of Professor Doug Creighton, Dr Burhan Khan,
Dr Imali Hettiarachchi, Dr Anwar Hosen, Dr Vu Le, Dr James
Zhang, Ms Laura Usma Alvarez and Dr Bruce Gunn are a
leading research group in systems modelling and agentbased simulation in Australia and enjoy seeing the practical
outcomes of their research benefiting Australia.
Professor Doug Creighton, Associate Professor Michael Johnstone,
Dr Burhan Khan, Dr Imali Hettiarachchi, Dr Anwar Hosen, Dr Vu Le,
Dr James Zhang, Ms Laura Usma Alvarez and Dr Bruce Gunn
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I I S R I C oll a b o r a tes w it h
t h e I nstit u te fo r P h ysic a l
A cti v it y a nd N u t r ition ( I P A N )
IISRI is currently involved in collaborative projects at Deakin within
the fields of Health and Medicine.
Over the past 12 months, projects with the Institute for Physical
Activity and Nutrition (IPAN) has seen a strong relationship form
between the merging of health and engineering research. The
development of both novel and pioneering solutions that integrate
aspects of engineering and health showcase Deakin's ability to
make a difference in real world applications.
Our most recent developments with IPAN has targeted addressing
the current issues of motor skill development in children. Australian
school curriculums define a structure of physical education classes
and abilities children should be able to meet by a certain age. In
addition, research has correlated a strong relationship between
the motor skill abilities of particular age groups and cognitive
development. Social skills, self esteem, healthy weight and fitness
levels all come hand in hand with physical activity.
However, methods of assessment for motor skill development
within schooling currently consists of visual observation and
general note taking on performance. As seen with many other
industries, this method rarely provides consistency in results and
therefore data can become inaccurate easily. Teachers who are
already suffering high work loads are expected to provide accurate
results of children’s motor skill development, assessing 30 children
in a one hour block of time. This is an impractical and stressful task
burdening our teachers.
Researchers within IPAN identified this gap in the current school
curriculum and the complexity placed on teachers to perform an
important assessment that could impact learning.

The solution to this problem was the development of an objective
based method that could highlight the stage of motor skill
development that a child was currently in. Thus removing the need
for visual observation.
The team consisting of IPAN and IISRI researchers developed the
assessment tool through a comprehensive methodology of motor
skill analysis. The development of the tool entailed children’s motor
skill motion data, signal processing algorithm development and
motion labelling of collected data.
Motion data was collected from children aged 7-12 with state of
the art inertial based motion capture technology. A large sample of
children insured the necessary variance in skill based motion within
the students. Labelling of the files were then collated to produce
a comprehensive data set of motor skill data. IISRI’s expertise in
signal processing produced an algorithm capable of categorising
skill based motion data relevant to its level of competence. This
was then scaled for the ability with only four inertial based motion
sensors while still producing high accuracy within results.
This research aims to provide a means of motor skill competence
monitoring within primary school students via simplistic
technology methods. The tool is currently being assessed on its
capability to be deployed on a larger scale to schools for an initial
trial. Motor skill proficiency data has the ability to indicate regions
that are currently benefiting from physical education curriculums
and highlighting areas that may need support.
We envisage this technology to be a low cost practical solution
that could have a major impact in both supporting teachers and
children within Australia.
Dr Darius Nahavandi and Dr Shady Mohamed
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ABOVE: Team of researchers from IISRI & The Institute for Physical Activity and Nutrition.
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T e a m T r a inin g
Q u a ntific a tion in
L V C E n v i r onments
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RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

Understanding cognition, state of mind and its relationship with
the performance of an individual as well as team is quintessential
for the success of any operation in organisations including civil
and military. Our capabilities can generate a unified picture of the
cognition, attention, fatigue and situational awareness that could
be tailored to the desired operations and/or applications.
Live, Virtual and Constructive (LVC) simulation and synthetic
environments are attracting paramount attention, in recent years,
from number of military and civil domains. The use of integrated
live, virtual, and constructive (LVC) systems for training is expected
to provide a range of benefits to the Australian Defence Force,
including reduced costs, increased safety and enhanced training
outcomes. Complex and dynamic inter-dependent tasks, such
as military command and control, are information intense and
require team members to coordinate resources, communication,
and behaviours to accomplish the goals conforming to the desired
quality, efficiency and performance. It is reported that team
members often engage in macro-cognition to deal with complexity
in the decision-making process. Given the increasing demand for
teams to operate in coordination, understanding of shared mental
models and quantification of its incremental development is
becoming utmost important.

Team effectiveness is therefore a central concern determined
by the team’s ability to combine its cognitive, affective, and
behavioural resources during performance episodes. Cognitive,
behavioural and affective factors are all important targets in team
performance and training effectiveness evaluation.
Therefore, the measurement and enhancement of the team
performance relating to these factors is of paramount importance
and a key consideration. Methods for monitoring the state
of teams in real time using non-invasive physiological and/or
behavioural signals have practical applications in the domain of
air defence, for automating aspects of performance evaluation,
decision support, and after-action review.
Team of researchers at IISRI has been working in collaboration
with Aerospace division of Defence Science and Technology
(DST) Group for many years to address the challenge of team
quantification in Live, Virtual and Constructive (LVC) simulation
and synthetic environments.
Number of systems are developed over the years to effectively
quantify the human cognitive factors in real time that effects the
performance of the individual and team while engaged in highly
complex and collaborative tasks.

MEDIA LINKS
disruptr.deakin.edu.au/society/funding-boost-for-deakins-nextgeneration-research

PROJECT FUNDING
DSTG Project 2019 ($175,000)
•	Instructor-Student Gaze Coupling in Air-Battle Management
Training (2018-2019)
•	Multimodal Quantification of Operator State through
Adaptive Team Training in Command and Control
(2019-2020)
Associate Professor Asim Bhatti, Professor Saeid Nahavandi,
Associate Professor Samer Hanoun and Dr Imali Hettiarachchi
ABOVE & OPPOSITE: Systems snapshots developed for DSTG.
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T o w a r d dee p
u nce r t a int y q u a ntific a tion
The research project aims to design and develop a framework for
deep uncertainty quantification. There is currently a fundamental
gap between deep learning research and the methods required to
quantify and manage uncertainties.
The research will propose a novel distribution-free methodology
to generate deep predictive uncertainty estimates to avoid the
assumptions of existing methods.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
Forecasting is a fast growing research field and plays a critical role
in many fields of science and engineering. It is vital for automating
and optimising processes in many businesses and industries and
enables data driven decision making. The prevalent forecasting
methods in use today, including deep learning (DL) methods, have
been developed in the setting of generating single-valued (i.e.,
point) forecasts without any indication of their accuracy. These
methods have been proposed without principled methods to
quantify and control the associated uncertainties. Accordingly,
probabilistic metrics including intervals and densities are required
to quantify uncertainties in forecasts and the associated risks in
decision making
The field of deep uncertainty quantification has gained an
overwhelming attention among researchers in recent years
resulting in an arsenal of different methods. Researchers
have reported its key benefits in critical applications such as
autonomous vehicles, medical diagnostics, bioinformatics, safety
systems, and energy networks.
Despite recent progresses, there are several key shortcomings
with the existing frameworks for deep uncertainty quantification.

There is an evident fundamental gap to generate reliable deep
predictive uncertainty estimates and to utilise them for risk analysis
and decision-making.
This research for the first time proposes a novel, efficient, and
scalable framework for deep uncertainty quantification and
mitigation. It will create the knowledge base for accurately
generating predictive uncertainty estimates for deep models.
The quality of predictive uncertainty estimates will be greatly
enhanced through adapting the concept of adversarial training.
In addition, a framework will be developed to embed and integrate
quantified uncertainties into the process of decision-making.

CONCLUSION
The research project aims to establish a new research direction
for scalable and reliable deep uncertainty quantification. It will
also assess proposed methodology in challenging real-world
applications such as renewable energy integration into the
grid. The outcome of this research will greatly help data-driven
Australian organisations and industries to better quantify and
manage forecasting uncertainties. This will provide them with
significant cost savings through better decision making and more
robust planning.

FUTURE WORK
Upon the successful completion of the project, developed
algorithms and theories will be applied to real world case studies in
particular in the field of medical diagnosis, healthcare, renewable
energies, and robotics. This will lead to further quality research and
generate more research ideas for exploration.
Associate Professor Abbas Khosravi,
Professor Saeid Nahavandi and Professor CP Lim
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Figure 1 - Predictive uncertainty estimates for a regression problem:

Figure 2 - This research is about developing novel uncertainty quantification
frameworks for deep neural networks:

(A) Traditional deterministic model

ABOVE: This research is about developing novel uncertainty
quantification frameworks for deep neural networks.

(B) Uncertainty quantification of the model

ABOVE: Predictive uncertainty estimates for a regression problem. Traditional machine
learning methods provide inaccurate deterministic predictive estimates. In contrast, novel
computational intelligence methods could reliably quantify uncertainties associated with
estimates. This research is about developing novel uncertainty quantification frameworks
for deep neural networks.

this research
will greatly
help data-driven
organisations
and industries to
better quantify
and manage
forecasting
uncertainties
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A i r C r e w R ef u ele r
H u m a n F a cto r s
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RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

The Royal Australian Airforce plays a critical role in the safe guarding of this country.
The force is comprised of a broad range of working areas to ensure proficient management
of tasks.
One of the most physically demanding and critical tasks involves the refueling of air craft.
The nature of this job requires a high level of muscular strength and endurance in order to
achieve daily responsibilities.
The refueling team consists of both men and women of diverse anthropometrics and physical
proportions. The refueling task can be physically demanding dependent on time restrictions,
environmental conditions and current equipment provided for tasks. In this research, human
performance variables such as working angles and muscular loads is assessed to inform
procedural management key areas of risk.
Our research has identified high risk working postures during refueling activities that may
require intervention. Additionally biomechanics analysis has identified higher loads experienced
by staff with smaller anthropometric size in comparison to larger anthropometrics. Future
research will endeavor to produce efficient procedural motions while reducing loads
experienced by staff.
Dr Darius Nahavandi and Defence Professor and
Air Vice Marshal (retired) Neil Hart
OPPOSITE: Darius Nahavandi (IISRI) at Newcastle RAAF joining Bonnie Robertson & Daran
Emmett in an investigation into Air Force refueler ergonomics.
RIGHT: Biomechanics analysis of refuelling tasks highlights the postures that may pose
musculoskeletal risks to staff.

IISRI IN COLLABORATION WITH DLR
IISRI has started collaboration with German Aerospace Center (DLR) which is one of the most
famous research center in the world. Dr. Tobias Bellman was attached to IISRI in December
2019 for enriching his collaboration in motion simulator domain with the IISRI’s researcher,
Dr. Houshyar Asadi, which has resulted in developing a new AI-based adaptive MCA for serial
motion simulators.

research into
refueling aircraft
will endeavor to
produce efficient
procedural motions
while reducing
loads experienced
by staff

DLR has advanced motion simulators, which provide the necessary facilities for IISRI’s
researchers to conduct their research in MCAs and human factors and simulator sickness
analysis. Dr. Asadi has been invited to visit DLR to enhance the current collaboration.
This visit can result in exchanging research findings in motion simulation technologies, meeting
with domain experts, and joint research and publications between Deakin University and
other world-renowned research center in motion simulation and human factor domain.

21

A u st r a li a n E nde a v o u r
F ello w s h i p r ecei v ed
a nd com p leted
simulators
are the safest
tools for virtual
prototyping,
testing new
vehicle designs
and conducting
user behaviour
analysis

Dr Houshyar Asadi received the prestigious Australian Endeavour
Fellowship which was completed in May 2019. During his
Australian Endeavour Fellowship, he was working on developing
a new generation of motion cueing algorithm (MCA) to deliver
high-fidelity motion for motion simulators without causing
simulator sickness.
Dr Asadi has been collaborating with Department of Artificial
Intelligence at University of Malaya during his Endeavour
Fellowship to develop new adaptive MCA for motion simulators.
Dr Asadi addressed the key deficiencies of current MCAs by
developing a human perception-based MCA that leverage
advanced fuzzy logic techniques, evolutionary algorithms and
optimal control theory. The resulting optimised, flexible, and
sickness-free motion simulators have been objectively validated
and it is in the process of subjective validation by subject matter
experts in the automobile and aviation sectors.
A part of the developed MCA for UMS was also awarded Avalon
2019 Innovation Award (High Commendations). Dr Asadi has also
established research collaboration with a world-leading center in
motion cueing, “NASA's Ames Research Center". The result of this
collaboration has been published in an IEEE Transactions journal.
He has also established collaboration with University of Waterloo
in Canada as well as International Max Planck Research Institute at
the University of Tübingen on human factors in virtual simulation
environment. These collaborations have resulted in exchanging
research findings in recent motion simulation technologies,
meeting with domain experts, and further joint research between
Deakin and other world-renowned research centres.
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(1) A
 valon 2019 Innovation Award (High Commendation
for Training)
“Using the developed MCA, the motion simulators including
UMS are able to realistically regenerate a range of land, air and
sea vehicles in a virtual environment without causing simulator
sickness. This is achieved by taking into account a number of
factors when developing the MCAs, including the vestibular
motion sensation error between the real and simulator drivers,
the simulator’s dynamic limitations, as well as other human
sensation related factors,” Dr Asadi said.
Dr Houshyar Asadi

RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

ABOVE: IISRI’s novel MCA allows the unique Universal Motion Simulator to replicate a range
of high-fidelity manoeuvres for land, air, and sea vehicles without causing simulator sickness.
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L ette r f r om
Harvard
My three-month sabbatical was based at the Harvard
Biorobotics Lab at the Harvard Paulson School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS) in Boston, MA.
My host, and the director of the lab was Professor Robert
Howe. I arrived in Boston towards the end of spring and
was quickly won over by a wonderful and historic city.
During the first couple of weeks I regularly met with
Rob and a number of research fellows and students in
his group. We quickly identified a research project that
had overlap with IISRI’s core research areas in robotics,
haptics and human-machine systems. We would develop
a wearable exoskeleton device for the hand that would
provide grasp assistance to workers that are exposed to
repetitive, long-duration, high-grasp strength tasks in
industries such as manufacturing and mining.
This work would involve developing a fundamental
understanding of grasp closure dynamics during highstrength and repetitive tasks through to the design and
development of a hand exoskeleton system that is both
light-weight and unobstructive for long-term use.
The approach would consider the investigation of lightweight actuators, muscle sensing technologies, advanced
3D printing structures and biomechanics analysis.

Over the next several weeks Rob and I worked very
closely together to investigate a number of different
concepts, specifically focussing on ideas for the mechanics
of the exoskeleton structure. We collaborated with
other researchers specialising in physical therapy and
rehabilitation robotics to identify the limitations of
imposing rigid kinematics to the hand, with particular focus
on forced kinematic structures versus flexible systems.
We then looked into various sensing technologies such as
ultrasound and EMG that would support the measurement
of muscle activity as a key indicator of grasp assistance
activation.
Within the first 2 months of my sabbatical, we had
developed a number of prototype systems that consisted
of a rigid kinematic structure and would support a
high force for each finger if fabricated from a stiff and
lightweight material. We completed a set of force
capability experiments for the prototype structures, which
were fabricated from a number of different materials,
including 3D printed ABS, PLA, carbon fibre and steel.
The experiments demonstrated that the mechanism would
be able to sustain the required forces for high-strength
grasp assistance and could successfully be used to support
a full-hand exoskeleton system. With an initial literature
review, it was identified that the developed mechanism
was novel in design and invited discussions around IP.
Dr. Zoran Najdovski
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OPPOSITE: Dr Zoran Najdovski.

RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

Our experiments
demonstrate that
mechanisms could
be successfully
extended to full
hand exoskeletons
for grasp
assistance
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F o r d - I I S R I A u tonomo u s
G r o u nd V e h icle
Figure 1 - Ford-IISRI Autonomous Ground
Vehicle (AGV):

With the increasingly serious problem of traffic congestion
and road safety, more and more automobile manufacturers
and research institutions have been involved in the wave of
autonomous vehicles technology.
Autonomous vehicles promise numerous improvements
to the transportation industry: smoother traffic flow with
faster response times, less fuel consumption and pollution,
and last but not least, saving human time and life. Due to the
various potential applications, this technology has attracted
many researchers' attention and become the focus of most
of robotics research. Autonomous vehicles have been
identified with broad prospects application in the future
intelligent transportation system.
An Autonomous Ground Vehicle (AGV) is a vehicle that
operates and interacts with environment without direct
intervention of human. A capable AGV should be able to
accurately, reliably and safely execute the sense-plan-act
tasks. The AGV senses its environment and navigates from
one place to another with detection of hazard and dynamic
obstacles. It should be operated under real-world and
real-time constraints where a robotic platform with specific
physical characteristics has to be controlled.
The aim of this project is to design and implement a low cost
AGV that can carry a human while autonomously moving
and automatically detecting and avoiding obstacles.
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A CAPABLE PLATFORM
The Ford-IISRI AGV has been developed based on a capable
dynamic platform that can carry a passenger and move on
smooth and rough road surfaces (Figure 1). Four DC motors
with independent motor controller are used for propulsion.
The platform has been equipped with a high-strength, lightweight Aluminium chassis (Figure 2). The platform sits on
four independent double-wishbone suspensions which are
adjustable to accommodate the proper height of the chassis.
Figure 2 - Stress analysis of the chassis:

RESEARCH & COLLABORATION
HIGHLIGHTS

The platform has been equipped with a closed-loop controller
with capability of zero-radius turn. The vehicle dynamic constraints
are considered in the low-level control of the vehicle in order to
strengthen the motion control effect. The high-level control task
is executed using a compact computer system with on-board
connectors for multiple sensors. These sensors include four micro
LIDARs, camera, and an integrated GPS-IMU unit.

Figure 3 - Geometric form of Pure-pursuit control algorithm:

The system has been also equipped with safety switches that
stop the operation of the system in case of failure in the obstacle
detection and avoidance.

INTELLIGENT NAVIGATION AND OBSTACLE DETECTION
An essential part of the AGV is path planning and tracking control
that enables it to safely manoeuvre under different conditions.
In this project, the waypoint navigation method is used for this
task. Waypoint is a sequential collection of location info (i.e. x,
y, yaw) in a known coordinate system. This waypoint is given to
the autonomous navigation system to follow to reach a given
destination. In a known map, a waypoint can be derived by
applying a path planning algorithm. Stopping points between
start and destination can be inserted.
In this implementation, waypoints are given in the vehicle
coordinate system. The vehicle position is based on wheel
odometry. GPS based positioning and path planning in a known
map would be next task to implement. To travel from one point
to another, the autonomous system needs to derive the steering
angle/ angular velocity and longitudinal velocity in any instance
of time. Few control algorithms are used to derive these values
in runtime.

Lookahead distance is how far the robot should look at a given
instance to follow the trajectory. A small lookahead distance results
in maintaining a path but has limitations while the vehicle gets off
track. In addition, it overshoots the heading angle. Long lookahead
distance is good getting back to the track. But it misses the critical
point in the curved path. An optimized lookahead distance is a
trade-off between maintaining the path (small lookahead distance)
and regaining from off-track (long lookahead distance).
Figure 4 - Simulink block diagram of the implemented model:
Point to point autonomous travel

Pure pursuit is one of the simplest but yet effective control
algorithms (Figure 3). It tries to find out the angular difference
of current yaw and slope between the current and next desired
position. This difference gives the heading error. Another algorithm
which is known as Stanley controller considers the lateral error in
addition to heading error.
Dr Navid Mohajer, Dr Ibrahim Hossain, Mr Luke Briese,
A/Professor Abbas Khosravi, and Professor Saeid Nahavandi
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I I S R I ’ s B u siness
D e v elo p ment a nd
C omme r ci a lis a tion
With the commencement of a dedicated Business Development
Manager, IISRI’s commercial focus for 2019 has included further
project advancement of completed defence and manufacturing
sector projects, as well as the ongoing development of
commercial–ready research and upskilling of research staff in
industry engagement.
Commercialisation initiatives with external partners include the
application of the Universal Motion Simulation (UMS) for vehicle
training, a motion sports sensory application targeting the
education sector, and modelling and simulation capabilities for the
transport sector.
IISRI’s Business Development Manager has conducted a review
of IISRI staff core capabilities, which has assisted in reinforcing
discovery exercises, and funding opportunities have been
identified, resulting in several requirements documents and
proposals being submitted. Organisational partnerships have been
a focus, along with active client engagement across both existing
and new organisations. It is anticipated that many of these will
evolve into major statements of work, and the development of
technology development plans.
Collaborating with other Deakin research institutes will continue
to be a priority, as well as focussing on government and industry
collaborations which will be used to attract large scale funding.
Industry engagement activities include conferences and workshops
promoting IISRI as a leader in the field of (i) robotics, haptics and
human machine interface; and (ii) modelling, simulation, and
systems analytics.
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Institute Director Professor Saeid Nahavandi was actively involved
in several high profile industry events including the two-day
2019 Navy, Industry and Academia Training Conference held at
the Geelong Waterfront Campus in May 2019. As a result of its
success the Defence and Security Symposium 2019 was held in
IISRI’s building in December 2019. Both large-scale events attracted
subject matter experts and participants from defence, industry
and academia to exchange ideas and information and to connect
with senior decision makers. In both instances, IISRI demonstrated
numerous capabilities including commercially designed haptics
lab, biometric capture and the Hotfires project, funded by
the Innovation Hub. This enabled for direct and meaningful
communication with conference delegates enabling to learn
from the research and development, and resulted in numerous
discussions and development of documentation for application to
their field of work.
In all, IISRI conducted 100+ industry tours of its facilities, hosted
more than 50 industry representatives at the Defence and Security
Symposium, created 10+ unique confidential industry research
relationships, and signed one new research framework with Airbus.
This activity shows that IISRI has the ability, resources and business
acumen to turn commercial ready research outcomes into a
commercial product.

Ben Dunsheath, IISRI Manager,
Technical Business Development

COMMERCIAL SPIN-OUTS:

FLAIM Systems uses VR and expertise in immersive
technologies to produce and support the next step
in skills training for emergency services.
Employing 18 staff, exporting to 16 countries, and
with revenue of $1.6 million, FLAIM Systems were
awarded Victoria’s Small Business Exporter of
the year 2019 at the Governor of Victoria Export
Awards, and national Startup of the Year Award
2019 at Australia’s leading digital innovation awards,
the Australian Information Industry Association’s
(AIIA) National iAwards.

In early 2019, Universal Motion Simulator Pty Ltd
(UMS) were successful in securing an Australian
Government contract to procure the Reconfigurable
Driver Simulator, which will enable cost-effective
driver training for the Boxer Combat Reconnaissance
Vehicle (CRV) being delivered by Rheinmetall
Defence Australia. Drivers will experience real-life
scenarios and realistic vehicle motion while under
direction from an experienced Army instructor.

TRAIDER Targetry commercialises advanced live-fire
target training technology developed at IISRI. The
RAIDER Targetry Mobile Moving Target System
(MMTS) is a vehicle-size towed target that is directly
engaged during training serials, exposing Australian
soldiers to complex and variable dynamic training
environments. This innovative technology features a
patented on-demand thermal IR target surface and
other unique features that allow it to be relocated to
and operated at any suitable training area across the
country, with little or no site preparation in advance.
The Commonwealth of Australia recently doubled
its fleet size of MMTSs, with Minister for Defence
Industry, Melissa Price MP announcing $1.1 million
for an additional six moving target systems.
RAIDER Targetry employs six full time staff, and 2020
will see the business double in size as it expands
to grow the product ecosystem, and prepare for
export sales into international markets.

LEFT: IISRI’s Universal Motion Simulator (UMS).
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PROFESSOR SIMONE WILKIE, AO
(MAJOR GENERAL RTD)

I I S R I D efence
P r ofesso r i a te

Chair in Defence Technologies

TOP L-R:
Professor Simone Wilkie, AO
(Major General Rtd)
Chair in Defence Technologies
Professor Vinod Puri
Chair in Defence Technologies
and Outreach

MIDDLE L-R:
Professor Neil Hart, AM
(Air Vice Marshal Rtd)
Chair in Defence Technologies
Professor Bill Sowry AM, CSC
(Brigadier Rtd)
Chair in Defence Innovation

BOTTOM L-R:
Associate Professor David Hay
Associate Professor Defence
Technologies and Security
Dr Bhupinder Singh (Wg Cdr-Retd)
Honorary Professor

Professor Simone Wilkie retired in 2018 as a Major
General after 35 years’ service in appointments
across Telecommunications, Operations, HR,
Education and Training. She is currently a Non
Executive Director on three Not For Profit Boards,
and contributes within Defence in areas such as
leading Defence Trade Delegations and as a member
of the Defence Honours and Awards Appeals Tribunal.

PROFESSOR VINOD PURI
Chair in Defence Technologies and Outreach
Professor Puri has over 40 years of research
experience comprising both fundamental and applied
research undertaken at CSIRO, Melbourne University
and DST.
His work covering a range of disciplines related to
power and energy, autonomous ground vehicle
systems, ceramic composites for personal protection,
advanced gun systems and ballistic technology,
weapons systems analysis and training, simulation
and training, chemistry of propellants, chemistry and
technology of natural and synthetic polymers and
polymeric composites for rocket motor applications,
ceramic coatings for high temperature applications,
carbohydrate and wood chemistry, pulp and paper
technology, and biotechnology has been widely
reported in reputed scientific journals, conferences
and as technical reports.
As Chief technology Officer (Retd) at DST Dr Puri was
instrumental in developing and investigating concepts
for the insertion of leading edge technologies with a
view to enhance Land Force capability.
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PROFESSOR NEIL HART, AM
(AIR VICE MARSHAL RTD)

PROFESSOR BILL SOWRY AM, CSC
(BRIGADIER RTD)

Chair in Defence Technologies

Chair in Defence Innovation

Air Vice-Marshal Neil Hart AM was appointed as
Strategic Defence Advisor Air to the Queensland
Government in March 2018. He has held a range
of leadership and command positions within the
Australian Defence Force, Department of Defence
and with the United States.

Professor Bill Sowry completed over 36 years of
service in the Australian Army serving in Combat
and Construction Engineer units at all levels. He has
held a wide range of staff appointments and was
also the ADF technical expert in the United Nation’s
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
meetings involving Explosive Remnants of War, Mines,
Cluster Munitions and Improvised Explosive Devices
from 2004 until 2015.

Neil graduated with distinction from the Royal
Australian Air Force Academy, awarded a Bachelor
of Science (Univ. of Melbourne). He is also a graduate
of the USAF Command and Staff College Course
(Alabama) and the Royal College of Defence Studies
(London).
Neil’s senior command appointments and positions
include Deputy Chief of Air Force, Head One Defence
Implementation, Head Force Structure Review, Head
Joint Capability Coordination Division, Commander
Air Combat Group, and Director of the US Central
Command Combined Air and Director-General
Capability Planning Air Force.
Neil’s other staff appointments include Director
Special Operations Development for Special
Operations Command, Director Airworthiness
Coordination and Policy Agency, and Deputy Director
in the New Air Combat Capability project team.
Neil is a fighter pilot and flying instructor with over
3,000 fast-jet hours including on the F/A-18 Hornet,
the Mirage IIIO and the Macchi MB326H, serving
on squadrons based at Williamtown, Tindal and
Butterworth, Malaysia. He was Commanding Officer
of Number 3 Fighter Squadron between 1999-2002,
including deploying the squadron on operations.

He has a Bachelor Degree in Civil Engineering, and
Masters Degrees in Science, Management, and Arts
(International Relations). His operational service
includes the UN Mine Clearance Training Team
based in Peshawar, Pakistan in 1990, the Regional
Assistance Mission to the Solomon Islands in 2003/4,
as Commander of the International Stabilisation Force
(JTF 631) in Timor Leste in 2009, and most recently in
2014 where he was intensely involved in the recovery
of MH 17.
His last appointment was as Head Australian Defence
Staff London and Defence Advisor to the Netherlands
and Ireland from December 2012 until Jan 2016. He
retired from regular service in 2016 and consults
back into Defence, mainly in organisational reform
programs, and sits as Acting Chair on the Board of the
Duke of Edinburgh Awards for the ACT.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DAVID HAY
Associate Professor Defence Technologies
and Security
David joined the IISRI team in November 2019 after a
distinguished career in the Australian Defence Force,
where he served as an Army officer in a variety of
roles throughout Australia and overseas. David has
over 30 years of experience in telecommunications
and IT security in fixed and mobile environments,
including operations (Cambodia, East Timor, Bosnia
and the Middle East).
More recently, David worked within the Chief
Information Officer Group of Defence implementing
new ICT technologies and cyber security strategies.
David’s extensive technical background is
complemented by his work in multi-disciplinary
teams developing strategy and capability for Defence.
He is an accomplished leader and manager who
builds strong personal connections and enduring
relationships. David’s recent appointment as an
Associate Professor, Defence Technologies and
Security at Deakin University, acknowledges his
leadership, experience and knowledge.

DR BHUPINDER SINGH (WG CDR-RETD)
Honorary Professor
Honorary Professor Singh has 35 years’ experience
as a Medical Officer and as a specialist in Aerospace
Medicine with Indian Air Force, Air India, Directorate
General of Civil Aviation Oman and Royal Australian
Air Force.
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D e a k in – I nno v a tin g
in t h e de v elo p ment of
a so v e r ei g n f a st jet
t r a inin g c a p a b ilit y

ABOVE: Delivering sustained G-forces typical of
those experienced in modern high-performance
fighter aircraft.
OPPOSITE: IISRI’s short-radius high-G
centrifuge.

Defence recognises the outstanding achievements of
the legacy innovation programs which have been
integrated into the Defence Innovation Hub to deliver
a simplified, streamlined and balanced portfolio of
innovation investment.
One of the legacy projects transitioned to the Defence
Innovation Hub is the Low Cost High G Centrifuge - a phase
3 project valued at approximately $1.9 million between
Defence and the Institute for Intelligent Systems Research
& Innovation (IISRI) at Deakin University.
The aim of the project was to design, develop and test
a short-radius high-G centrifuge prototype to provide
efficient pilot training in a highly reliable and safe
environment. The project aimed to provide high-G
inoculation through a short-radius centrifuge system that
would deliver rapid onset rates and sustained G-forces
typical of those experienced in modern high-performance
fighter aircraft.
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The centrifuge system can provide an early indication of
pilot suitability for fast jet training, as well as qualification
and recurrent training. Which may include Spatial
Disorientation training, Situational Awareness training,
Upset Prevention and Recovery Training and motion
sickness desensitisation.
The goal of the centrifuge system is hoped to increase
Defence capability in the area of air combat training,
which is currently achieved overseas. This system currently
complements various AIR programmes directly addressing
identified Defence needs for simulation and training in 4th
and 5th generation aircraft.

DEFENCE RESEARCH
HIGHLIGHTS

IISRI hopes to
increase defence
capability in
the area of air
combat training
with the low cost
high g centrifuge
project
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Hot-fire training,
with heat suit
technology and
haptics, provides
firefighters
with realistic
scenarios in safe
environments
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DEFENCE RESEARCH
HIGHLIGHTS

I I S R I ’ s ne w inno v a ti v e
h ot - fi r e t r a inin g p r oject
IISRI researchers have designed a game-changing virtual reality
firefighting training system. The development provides
firefighters with a series of safe, versatile, realistic and immersive
training environments.
The inexpensive and portable firefighting training technology can
be easily administered everywhere and anywhere.
The system operates by heating the firefighters body through
a heat suit that represents realistic temperatures of a real-life
scenario. Haptics are further used to provide realism of handling
the water hose. An air tank is also carried on the back of the
firefighter along with a breathing mask, which demonstrates
realistic physical impact on the firefighters.
Physiological assessment includes the measurement of heart rates,
body temperature and respirations rates that help to determine
how firefighters perform regarding their stress levels, fatigue and
capabilities of handling forces.
Skill assessment includes determining the effectiveness of aiming,
coverage of the area and amount of water usage that enables
the analysis of performance on an individual level relating from
a skill perspective.
*Article originally published in 2017-18 Defence Innovation Hub
Annual Report.

ABOVE: Portable firefighting training
equipment.
OPPOSITE: IISRI’s Hot Fire system
demonstration.
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U ni v e r s a l M otion S im u l a to r
( U M S ) – A r m y v a r i a nt
Deakin’s Institute for Intelligent Systems Research and
Innovation (IISRI) built the world’s first haptically-enabled
robot-based motion simulator, the Universal Motion
Simulator (UMS).
The UMS can simulate different types of land and air
vehicles and also marine vessels, in a virtual environment,
without eliciting simulator sickness. It may be utilised for
spatial disorientation and motion sickness desensitisation.
IISRI also developed automated and rigorous evaluation
techniques to support expert trainers and instructors with
After Action Review in simulation-based training.
The first UMS system was designed by Professor Saeid
Nahavandi in 2008 and funded by the Australian Research
Council to be set up at Deakin’s Waurn Ponds Campus,
in 2009. UMS, through its modular design, allows quick
transformation of the simulation platform from one type of
simulator to the next.

ABOVE: The world’s first haptically-enabled
robot-based motion simulator, the Universal
Motion Simulator (UMS).
OPPOSITE: IISRI Mobile UMS armoured vehicle
training simulator.
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Combined with state-of-the art haptics technology,
intelligent robot control and motion cueing algorithms, the
UMS platform can easily support many different application
domains, speed boats, racing cars, rotary wings, fixed wing
aircraft and flying in a spaceship, as the sky is not the limit!
In 2017/18 IISRI secured a research contract with the
Department of Defence, (Army), on the Development of a
driver trainer for the M1A1 Abrams MBT. Upon completion
of this contract in 2019, Deakin University set up the UMS
start up and secured a $32m Defence training simulator
contract with the Department of Defence, to deliver six
armoured vehicle training simulators.
The simulators are capable of training army drivers
in a range of vehicles, including the Boxer 8x8 CRV,
M1A1 Abrams Main Battle Tank and future Infantry
Fighting Vehicles.

DEFENCE RESEARCH
HIGHLIGHTS

UMS, through its
modular design,
allows quick
transformation
of the simulation
platform from
one type of
simulator to the
next
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2019 HDR
com p letions
Completion

Student Name

Thesis Title

31-01-19

Abbas Shahzadeh

Toolpath Smoothing using Clothoids for High Speed CNC Machines

27-02-19

Julie Iskander

Ocular Biomechanics Modelling for Visual Fatigue Assessment in Virtual Environments

25-03-19

Yonghang Tai

Research on Real-time Physics-based Deformation for Haptic-enabled Medical Simulation

23-04-19

Mohammed
Hassan Attia

Medical Image Synthesis Using Generative Adversarial Networks: Towards Photo-Realistic Image Synthesis

17-05-19

Masoud Abdi

New Deep Learning Approaches to Domain Adaptation and Their Applications in 3D Hand Pose Estimation

25-06-19

Khaled Aboufarw

Intent Prediction of Vulnerable Road Users for Trusted Autonomous Vehicles

STUDENT: Abbas Shahzadeh

STUDENT: Julie Iskander

THESIS TITLE: Toolpath Smoothing using Clothoids for
High Speed CNC Machines

THESIS TITLE: Ocular Biomechanics Modelling for Visual Fatigue
Assessment in Virtual Environments

PROJECT SUMMARY: A Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
machine processing a toolpath, can be likened to a moving car. Using
this analogy, any discontinuities in the tangential angle of the toolpath
are equivalent to sudden changes in the moving direction of the car.
Similarly, discontinuities in the curvature, are equivalent to sudden
changes in the angle of the front wheels of the car. In the same manner
that sudden changes in the direction, or front wheel angle of a car will
result in dangerous and undesirable consequences for the car and the
passengers, discontinuities in the toolpath will result in decreased cut
quality, mechanical vibrations and a shorter lifespan for the machine.

PROJECT SUMMARY: The aim of this research is to understand
and quantify visual fatigue due to VR immersion. The research work
presents a novel ocular biomechanics model that is used as a visual
ergonomics tool for virtual environments. The model is validated
through synthesised and real data recorded from subjects.

To eliminate the discontinuities and prevent their consequences, path
smoothing techniques can be used. In this thesis, path smoothing
methods are discussed. Three novel path smoothing methods for
corner smoothing, parametric curve conversion and spline fitting have
been introduced.
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The biomechanical model is further used to assess the effect of
immersion using consumer-grade VR headsets, on the eye vergence
movement system. Based on the study results, we derived a formula
from the extraocular muscles neural control to measure the likelihood
of the occurrence of visual fatigue.

STUDENT: Yonghang Tai
THESIS TITLE: Research on Real-time Physics-based
Deformation for Haptic-enabled Medical Simulation
PROJECT SUMMARY: Virtual surgical simulations can
provide reliable and repeatable learning experiences
in a safe environment, from acquiring basic skills to
performing full procedures. Yet, a high-fidelity, practical
and immersive surgical simulation platform involves
multi-disciplinary topics, such as computer graphics,
haptics, numerical calculation, image processing as well
as mechatronics. Depending on the detailed simulation,
various surgical operations such as puncture, cut, tear,
burning and suture may need to be simulated, each
comes with very specific requirements on medical
equipment and micro skills. Nevertheless, we believe
that virtual surgery simulation has great potential in
surgical training, education, and planning for medical
advancement, and we endeavour to push the boundaries
in this field through this Ph.D. candidature.
STUDENT: Mohammed Hassan Attia
THESIS TITLE: Medical Image Synthesis Using
Generative Adversarial Networks: Towards PhotoRealistic Image Synthesis
PROJECT SUMMARY: Medical image synthesis has
recently gained much attention as a prominent solution
for the problem of the scarcity of the resources in the
healthcare sector by the generation of more articulated
cases, including under-represented or rare condition
cases. Virtual simulated environments are used for
training purposes of the surgeons and physicians
in a controlled environment to eliminate the risk of
medical errors with the focus on simulation of elastic
deformations of the real soft tissues rather than the
visual appearance as they are computationally expensive.

In our research, we focused on achieve photo-realistic
image synthesis, a perceptually-aware conditional
generative adversarial network is developed using a
modified architecture for the generator of the adversarial
network to incorporate a combined loss for training.

Comparatively, Multi-ResNet uses several residual
functions in each block to extract more discriminative
features and help perform a given task (e.g., image
classiﬁcation) more accurately.

This combined loss consists of per-pixel regression
loss using mean square error “MSE” and structural
similarity metric “SSIM” for the optimisation of the deep
architecture of the generator. However, the adversarial
training requires semantically labelled ground truth
images. Therefore, an accurate semantic segmentation
technique is a necessity for network convergence and
detailed modelling for the image data distribution.

STUDENT: Khaled Aboufarw

STUDENT: Masoud Abdi
THESIS TITLE: New Deep Learning Approaches
to Domain Adaptation and Their Applications in
3D Hand Pose Estimation
PROJECT SUMMARY: Deep learning has recently
become a popular solution to many real-world problems,
e.g., computer vision, speech recognition, text analysis,
and robotics. With the emergence of large-scale
annotated data, one can devise arbitrarily accurate
models for tackling these problems. However, annotating
million-scale datasets for this purpose is still a bottleneck,
as annotations usually require human supervision, which
is time-consuming and expensive. Therefore, research
has recently been focused on low-resource learning, with
the aim to reduce the amount of required supervision.
This research contributes towards two important areas
of deep learning, namely representation learning and
domain adaptation.
Based on the powerful residual networks (ResNets), a
new variant of ResNet, namely a multi-residual network
(Multi-ResNet), is proposed in this research. Multi-ResNet
is able to obtain better representations, as compared
with those of the standard ResNet.

THESIS TITLE: Intent Prediction of Vulnerable Road
Users for Trusted Autonomous Vehicles
PROJECT SUMMARY: One of the most critical barriers
against the widespread of autonomous vehicles (AVs)
in the coming few years is the human trust of their
capabilities. Many recent research projects in humanvehicle interaction field are addressing the problem
of human trust in AVs. Almost all of these projects
are focusing on investigating the attributes and the
factors that influence the human drivers’ trust of these
vehicles. However, a little research has been done on the
bystander humans’ trust of AVs. Bystander humans in the
context of AVs are humans that do not explicitly interact
with AVs but still affect how the vehicle accomplishes its
task by observing or interfering with the actions of the
vehicle. Vulnerable road users (VRUs) are considered one
example of the bystander humans who will be interfering
with AVs on a daily basis. According to a recent research
study, intent understanding between VRUs and AVs was
one of the most critical signs that accounted for a trusted
interaction between the two entities.
In this project, a suite of effective predictive models
for intent prediction and understanding of VRUs was
introduced based on state-of-the-art deep representation
learning methods. The proposed predictive models
cover the whole spectrum of different autonomy
levels of AVs. Additionally, these models took into
account the individual behaviours of VRUs in road
traffic environments as well as the contextual physical
environment around them.
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H ono u r s
a nd a w a r ds
Professor Saeid Nahavandi was elected an ATSE (Australian
Academy of Technology and Engineering) Fellow in 2019, with a
focus on ‘Digital Futures’.

Professor
Saeid Nahavandi
was elected an
ATSE Fellow in 2019,
with a focus of
'digital futures'
ABOVE: Professor Saeid Nahavandi receiving his ATSE Fellow award.
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N e w st a ff a nd
P r omotions

5 new
academic
staff

3 academic
promotions
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2 new
professional
staff

Professor
Saeid Nahavandi
1st in ‘Modelling
and Simulation’
internationally,
and top 10 in
‘Intelligent
Control’
internationally

F in a nci a l
S u mm a r y

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
- For Period Ended 31 December 2019

2019 Actual
$

INCOME
Research Income
Other Income

3,031,261
735,656

Research Allocation/University Contribution

4,061,702

Total Income

7,828,619

EMPLOYMENT COSTS
Academic Salaries
General Salaries

5,016,355
748,499

Other Employment Costs

4,642

Total Employment Costs

5,769,496

NON-SALARY EXPENSES
Building and Grounds Infrastructure Costs
Comms, Marketing and Promotions

16,817

Consumables

831,898

Depreciation and Amortisation

349,515

Equipment - Repairs, Maintenance and Other

365,841

Other Costs

120,451

Professional, Legal and Consultants
Staff Recruitment and Other / Library Information Resource Expenses

144
81,253

Student Expenses

133,430

Travel, Catering and Entertainment

159,772

Total non-salary Expenses
Surplus / (Deficit)

2,059,122
-
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P u b lic a tions
2019
1.

M. Abdar, V. N. Wijayaningrum, S. Hussain, R. Alizadehsani, P. Plawiak, U. R. Acharya,
and V. Makarenkov, "IAPSO-AIRS: A novel improved machine learning-based system
for wart disease treatment," Journal of medical systems, vol. 43, no. 7, p. 220, 2019.

2.

A. Abobakr, H. Abdelkader, J. Iskander, D. Nahavandi, K. Saleh, M. Attia, M. Hossny,
and S. Nahavandi, "SSDPose: A Single Shot Deep Pose Estimation and Analysis," in
2019 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019,
pp. 1862-1868: IEEE.

3

A. Abobakr, M. Hossny, and S. Nahavandi, "SSIMLayer: Towards Robust Deep
Representation Learning via Nonlinear Structural Similarity," in 2019 IEEE
International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019,
pp. 1234-1238: IEEE.

4

A. Abobakr, D. Nahavandi, M. Hossny, J. Iskander, M. Attia, S. Nahavandi, and
M. Smets, "RGB-D ergonomic assessment system of adopted working postures,"
Applied Ergonomics, vol. 80, pp. 75-88, 2019.

5

M. Ahmed, K. Saleh, A. Abobakr, and S. Nahavandi, "Scenario Generation-Based
Training in Simulation: Pilot Study," presented at the 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.

6

K. I. Al-Abdullah, C. P. Lim, Z. Najdovski, and W. Yassin, "Optimization of the milling
parameters of a robotic-based bone milling system," presented at the 20th IEEE
International Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

7

K. I. Al-Abdullah, C. P. Lim, Z. Najdovski, and W. Yassin, "A model‐based bone milling
state identification method via force sensing for a robotic surgical system," The
International Journal of Medical Robotics and Computer Assisted Surgery, vol. 15,
no. 3, p. e1989, 2019.

8

R. Alizadehsani, M. Abdar, S. M. J. Jalali, M. Roshanzamir, A. Khosravi, and
S. Nahavandi, "Comparing the Performance of Feature Selection Algorithms for
Wart Treatment Selection," in Proceedings of The International Workshop on Future
Technology, 2019, pp. 6-18.

		
ABSTRACT The motion cueing algorithm is the procedure used to regenerate
vehicle motion cues by transforming translational and rotational motions of a
simulated vehicle into the simulator motion such that high fidelity motions can be
generated through a washout filter. Classical washout filters are widely being used
in different motion simulators because of their low computational load, simplicity,
and functionality. However, they have a number of disadvantages that make them
unreliable in some cases. One of the main disadvantages is its parameter selecting
procedure, which is based on trial-and-error and the worst case driving scenario.
In addition, the washout filter parameters are kept constant during different
driving scenarios, causing inflexibility of the filter design. This causes conservative
platform workspace usage and as a result false motion cues. Furthermore, the
mathematical model of human motion sensation plays no role in designing of
the classical washout filter. Ignorance of the online information about physical
limitations of the platform and the simulator driver motion sensation factors are
other main drawbacks of classical washout filters. The aim of this research is to
provide a fuzzy logic-based washout filter that considers the motion sensation
error between the real vehicle and simulator drivers as well as the distance of the
simulator platform from its physical boundaries to correct false motion cues and
decrease human sensation errors. The proposed fuzzy-based washout filter also
seeks to increase motion fidelity and enable the simulator to use the platform
workspace more efficiently. The simulation results show the efficiency of the
proposed fuzzy-based washout filter in reducing the human sensation error and
enhancing efficiency of the simulator platform workspace usage.

9

R. Alizadehsani, M. Abdar, M. Roshanzamir, A. Khosravi, P. M. Kebria, F. Khozeimeh,
S. Nahavandi, N. Sarrafzadegan, and U. R. Acharya, "Machine learning-based
coronary artery disease diagnosis: a comprehensive review," Computers in biology
and medicine, p. 103346, 2019.

13 H. Asadi, A. Mohammadi, S. Mohamed, M. R. C. Qazani, C. P. Lim, A. Khosravi, and
S. Nahavandi, "A Model Predictive Control-based Motion Cueing Algorithm using
an optimized Nonlinear Scaling for Driving Simulators," in 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019, pp. 1245-1250: IEEE.

10 R. Alizadehsani, M. Roshanzamir, M. Abdar, A. Beykikhoshk, A. Khosravi,
M. Panahiazar, A. Koohestani, F. Khozeimeh, S. Nahavandi, and N. Sarrafzadegan,
"A database for using machine learning and data mining techniques for coronary
artery disease diagnosis," Scientific data, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 1-13, 2019.
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11 R. Alizadehsani, M. Roshanzamir, M. Abdar, A. Beykikhoshk, M. H. Zangooei,
A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, R. San Tan, and U. R. Acharya, "Model uncertainty
quantification for diagnosis of each main coronary artery stenosis," Soft Computing,
pp. 1-12, 2019.
12

H. Asadi, C. P. Lim, S. Mohamed, D. Nahavandi, and S. Nahavandi, "Increasing
motion fidelity in driving simulators using a fuzzy-based washout filter," IEEE
Transactions on Intelligent Vehicles, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 298-308, 2019.

14 M. Attia, A. Abobakr, L. Wei, K. Saleh, J. Iskander, H. Zhou, D. Nahavandi, M.
Hossny, and S. Nahavandi, "High Frame Rate Photorealistic Flame Rendering
via GenerativeAdversarial Networks," presented at the 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.

15

M. Attia, M.-A. Hassan, J. Iskander, K. Saleh, D. Nahavandi, A. Abobakr,
M. Hossny, and S. Nahavandi, "Fingerprint Synthesis Via Latent Space
Representation," presented at the 2019 IEEE International Conference on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.

20 J. Iskander, A. Abobakr, M. Attia, K. Saleh, D. Nahavandi, M. Hossny, and S. Nahavandi,
"A k-NN Classification based VR User Verification using Eye Movement and Ocular
Biomechanics," in 2019 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and
Cybernetics (SMC), 2019, pp. 1844-1848: IEEE.

		
ABSTRACT: Fingerprint recognition and indexing were addressed extensively in
the literature. However, the number of the datasets that are used for research
and validation is limited. Due to privacy laws and acts in several countries, it is
challenging to release finger prints to the public. Consequently, this imposes a
challenge on validating these search techniques on larger datasets that can be
couple of hundreds of millions. To overcome this limitation, synthetic fingerprints
datasets have been introduced as an alternative solution. In this paper we propose
a generative model for synthesising fingerprint datasets. In this present work, the
synthetic fingerprints are generated from the latent space representation using
variational auto encoder. The network is trained to generate random samples that
have same distribution as real finger print using latent vectors. By examining the
generated synthetic fingerprints images, the ridge patterns were recognisable in
most of cases. The unrecognisable synthetic images are reflecting the presence
of low quality images in the training samples of the original dataset. Moreover,
the extraction of minutiae relies on the quality of the input fingerprint images. In
conclusion, the proposed method was able to generate synthetic image that can be
further processed to accurately extract the finger minutiae and orientation field.

21 J. Iskander, M. Attia, K. Saleh, A. Abobakr, D. Nahavandi, M. Hossny, and S. Nahavandi,
"Exploring the Effect of Virtual Depth on Pupil Diameter," in 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019, pp. 1849-1854: IEEE.

16 M. Attia, M. Hossny, H. Zhou, S. Nahavandi, H. Asadi, and A. Yazdabadi, "Digital
Hair Segmentation Using Hybrid Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks
Architecture," Computer Methods and Programs in Biomedicine, 2019.
17 L. Crameri, I. Hettiarachchi, and S. Hanoun, "A Review of Individual Operational
Cognitive Readiness: Theory Development and Future Directions," Human Factors:
Journal of Human Factors and Ergonomics, 2019.
18 I. T. Hettiarachchi, S. Hanoun, D. Nahavandi, and S. Nahavandi, "Validation of Polar
OH1 optical heart rate sensor for moderate and high intensity physical activities,"
PloS one, vol. 14, no. 5, p. e0217288, 2019.
19 D. T. Hogarty, J. C. Su, K. Phan, M. Attia, M. Hossny, S. Nahavandi, P. Lenane,
F. J. Moloney, and A. Yazdabadi, "Artificial Intelligence in Dermatology – Where We
Are and the Way to the Future: A Review," American journal of clinical dermatology,
pp. 1-7, 2019.

22 J. Iskander, M. Attia, K. Saleh, D. Nahavandi, A. Abobakr, S. Mohamed, H. Asadi,
A. Khosravi, C. P. Lim, and M. Hossny, "From car sickness to autonomous car sickness:
a review," Transportation Research Part F: Traffic Psychology and Behaviour, vol. 62,
pp. 716-726, 2019.
23 J. Iskander, M. Hossny, and S. Nahavandi, "Using biomechanics to investigate the
effect of VR on eye vergence system," Applied Ergonomics, pp. 1-24, 2019.
24

S. M. J. Jalali, S. Ahmadian, P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, C. P. Lim, and
S. Nahavandi, "Evolving Artificial Neural Networks Using Butterfly Optimization
Algorithm for Data Classification," in International Conference on Neural
Information Processing, 2019, pp. 596-607: Springer.

		
ABSTRACT: One of the most difficult challenges in machine learning is the training
process of artificial neural networks, which is mainly concerned with determining
the best set of weights and biases. Gradient descent techniques are known as the
most popular training algorithms. However, they are susceptible to local optima
and slow convergence in training. Therefore, several stochastic optimization
algorithms have been proposed in the literature to alleviate the shortcomings
of gradient descent approaches. The butterfly optimization algorithm (BOA)
is a recently proposed meta-heuristic approach. Its inspiration is based on the
food foraging behavior of butterflies in the nature. Moreover, it has been shown
that BOA is effective in undertaking a wide range of optimization problems and
attaining the global optima solutions. In this paper, a new classification method
based on the combination of artificial neural networks and BOA algorithm is
proposed. To this end, BOA is applied as a new training strategy by optimizing
the weights and biases of artificial neural networks. This leads to improving
the convergence speed and also reducing the risk of falling into local optima.
The proposed classification method is compared with other state-of-the-art
methods based on two well-known data sets and different evaluation measures.
The experimental results ascertain the superiority of the proposed method in
comparison with the other methods.
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PUBLICATIONS 2019
25 S. M. J. Jalali, M. Karimi, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "An efficient neuroevolution
approach for heart disease detection," in 2019 IEEE International Conference on
Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019, pp. 3771-3776: IEEE.
26 S. M. J. Jalali, A. Khosravi, R. Alizadehsani, S. M. Salaken, P. M. Kebria, R. Puri, and
S. Nahavandi, "Parsimonious evolutionary-based model development for detecting
artery disease," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on Industrial
Technology, Melbourne, 2019.
27 S. M. J. Jalali, A. Khosravi , P. Mohsenzadeh Kebria, R. Hedjam, and S. Nahavandi,
"Autonomous Robot Navigation System Using the Evolutionary Multi-Verse Optimizer
Algorithm," presented at the 2019 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man,
and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.
28 S. M. J. Jalali, P. Mohsenzadeh Kebria, A. Khosravi, K. Saleh, D. Nahavandi, and
S. Nahavandi, "Optimal Autonomous Driving Through Deep Imitation Learning and
Neuroevolution," presented at the 2019 IEEE International Conference on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.
29 A. S. Jokandan, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "Performance Comparison of Type-1
and Type-2 Neuro-Fuzzy Controllers for a Flexible Joint Manipulator," in International
Conference on Neural Information Processing, 2019, pp. 621-632: Springer.
30 H. D. Kabir and M. Chan, "Polycrystalline transistor with multiple thresholds,"
Microelectronics Journal, vol. 83, pp. 126-130, 2019.

P. M. Kebria, R. Alizadehsani, S. M. Salaken, I. Hossain, A. Khosravi, D. Kabir,
A. Koohestani, H. Asadi, S. Nahavandi, E. Tunsel, and M. Saif, "Evaluating
architecture impact on deep imitation learning performance for autonomous
driving," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on Industrial
Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

		
ABSTRACT: Imitation learning has gained huge popularity due to its promises in
different fields such as robotics and autonomous systems. A great deal of past
research work in the field of imitation learning has been devoted to developing
efficient and effective policies using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
The performance of CNN-based control policies intimately depends on the network
architecture. Determination of the optimal architecture for CNNs is still a hot
research topic for the deep learning community. This study comprehensively
investigates and quantifies the impact of CNN architecture on the performance of
learned policy for an autonomous vehicle. CNN models with different architectures
(number of layers and filters) are fed by visual information from multiple cameras
obtained from multiple driving simulations. These networks are trained to precisely
find the mapping between visual information and the steering angle. Two ensemble
approaches are also introduced to further improve the overall accuracy of steering
angle estimations. Obtained results indicate that deeper networks show a better
performance than less deep networks during autonomous driving. Also it is
observed that best results are achieved by ensemble approaches.

31 H. D. Kabir, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, and A. Kavousi-Fard, "Partial Adversarial
Training for Neural Network-Based Uncertainty Quantification," IEEE Transactions on
Emerging Topics in Computational Intelligence, 2019.

38 P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, and F. Bello, "Robust adaptive synchronisation
of a single-master multi-slave teleoperation system over delayed communication,"
presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology,
Melbourne, 2019.

32 H. M. D. Kabir, P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "Probability Density
Computation Neural Network for Time Series Data," presented at the IEEE
International Conference on Computer and Information Technology (CIT 2019),
Sydney, Australia, 2019.

39 P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, A. Homaifar, and M. Saif, "Experimental
comparison study on joint and cartesian space control schemes for a teleoperation
system under time-varying delay," presented at the 20th IEEE International
Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

33 H. M. D. Kabir, A. Khosravi, A. Hosen, S. Nahavandi, and R. Buyya, "Probability density
for Amazon spot instance price," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference
on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

40 P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, P. Shi, and R. Alizadehsani, "Robust adaptive
control scheme for teleoperation systems with delay and uncertainties," IEEE
transactions on cybernetics, 2019.

34 H. M. D. Kabir, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "Generalized Noise Patterns for
(N+1)/N-factor Non-linear Down-sampling," presented at the 2019 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Bari, Italy, 2019.
35 H. M. D. Kabir, A. S. Sabyasachi, A. Khosravi, A. Hosen, S. Nahavandi, and R. Buyya,
"A cloud bidding framework for deadline constrained jobs," presented at the 20th
IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.
36 P. M. Kebria, H. Abdi, M. M. Dalvand, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "Control methods
for internet-based teleoperation systems: a review," IEEE Transactions on HumanMachine Systems, vol. 49, no. 1, pp. 32-46, 2019.
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41 P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, D. Watters, G. Guest, and P. Shi, "Robust
adaptive control of internet-based bilateral teleoperation systems with time-varying
delay and model uncertainties," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference
on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

42

P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, D. Wu, and F. Bello, "Adaptive Type2 Fuzzy Neural-Network Control for Teleoperation Systems with Delay and
Uncertainties," IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems, 2019.

		ABSTRACT: Interacting with human operators, remote environment and
communication networks, teleoperation systems are considerably suffering from
complexities and uncertainties. Managing these is of paramount importance for
the safe and smooth performance of teleoperation systems. Amongst the countless
solutions developed by researchers, type-2 fuzzy algorithms have shown an
outstanding performance in modelling complex systems and tackling uncertainties.
Moreover, artificial neural networks are well known for their adaptive learning
potentials. This paper proposes an adaptive interval type-2 fuzzy neuralnetwork control scheme for teleoperation systems with time-varying delays and
uncertainties. The type-2 fuzzy models are developed based on the experimental
data collected from a teleoperation setup over a local computer network. However,
the resulted controller is evaluated on an intercontinental communication network
through the Internet between Australia and Scotland. Moreover, the slave robot
and remote workspace are completely different and unforeseen. Stability and
performance of the proposed control are analysed by Lyapunov-Krasovskii method.
Comprehensive comparative studies demonstrate that the proposed controller
outperforms traditional techniques in experimental evaluations.
43 P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, S. M. Salaken, and S. Nahavandi, "Deep imitation learning
for autonomous vehicles based on convolutional neural networks," IEEE/CAA Journal
of Automatica Sinica, vol. 7, no. 1, pp. 82-95, 2019.
44

Y. W. Kerk, K. M. Tay, and C. P. Lim, "Monotone interval fuzzy inference systems,"
IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems, vol. 27, no. 11, pp. 2255-2264, 2019.

		ABSTRACT: In this paper, we introduce the notion of a monotone fuzzy partition,
which is useful for constructing a monotone zero-order Takagi-Sugeno-Kang Fuzzy
Inference System (ZOTSK-FIS). It is known that a monotone ZOTSK-FIS model
can always be produced when a consistent, complete, and monotone fuzzy rule
base is used. However, such an ideal situation is not always available in practice,
because a fuzzy rule base is susceptible to uncertainties, e.g., inconsistency,
incompleteness, and nonmonotonicity. As a result, we devise an interval method to
model these uncertainties by considering the minimum interval of acceptability of
a fuzzy rule, resulting in a set of monotone interval-valued fuzzy rules. This further
leads to the formulation of a Monotone Interval Fuzzy Inference System (MIFIS)
with a minimized uncertainty measure. The proposed MIFIS model is analyzed
mathematically and evaluated empirically for the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
(FMEA) application. The results indicate that MIFIS outperforms ZOTSK-FIS, and
allows effective decision making using uncertain fuzzy rules solicited from human
experts in tackling real-world FMEA problems.
45 A. A. Khaled Saleh, M. Attia, J. Iskander, D. Nahavandi, M. Hossny and S. Nahavandi,
"Domain Adaptation for Vehicle Detection from Bird's Eye View LiDAR Point Cloud
Data," presented at the ICCV 2019 Workshops, Korea, 2019.

46

B. Khan, S. Hanoun, M. Johnstone, C. P. Lim, D. Creighton, and S. Nahavandi,
"An improved scalarization-based dominance evolutionary algorithm for
many-objective optimization," presented at the 13th Annual IEEE International
Systems Conference, Florida, US, 2019.

		ABSTRACT: Many-objective optimization problems (MaOPs) pose a multitude of
challenges for existing multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. One of the key
challenges is the poor selection pressure for optimization problems involving
a high-dimensional objective space. To overcome this challenge, this paper
extends the scalarization-based dominance evolutionary algorithm (SDEA) to
improve its convergence rate. Inspired by the neighborhood information sharing
scheme between the subproblems in the decomposition-based multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (MOEA/D), a selection mechanism is proposed for
enhancing the SDEA in tackling MaOPs. The improved SDEA model is evaluated
using different MaOP instances, which include DTLZ and WFG. The results indicate
the effectiveness of the enhanced SDEA model in undertaking MaOPs.
47 B. Khan, S. Hanoun, M. Johnstone, C. P. Lim, D. Creighton, and S. Nahavandi,
"A scalarization-based dominance evolutionary algorithm for many-objective
optimization," Information Sciences, vol. 474, pp. 236-252, 2019.
48 A. Khatami, P. M. Kebria, S. M. J. Jalali, A. Khosravi, A. Nazari, M. Shamszadeh,
T. Nguyen, and S. Nahavandi, "A GA-Based Pruning Fully Connected Network for
Tuned Connections in Deep Networks," in 2019 IEEE International Conference on
Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC), 2019, pp. 3492-3497: IEEE.
49 A. Koohestani, M. Abdar, A. Khosravi, S. Nahavandi, and M. Koohestani, "Integration
of Ensemble and Evolutionary Machine Learning Algorithms for Monitoring Diver
Behavior Using Physiological Signals," IEEE access, vol. 7, pp. 98971-98992, 2019.
50 A. Koohestani, P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, and S. Nahavandi, "Drivers awareness
evaluation using physiological measurement in a driving simulator," presented at the
20th IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.
51 A. Koohestani, D. Nahavandi, H. Asadi, P. M. Kebria, A. Khosravi, R. Alizadehsani, and
S. Nahavandi, "A knowledge discovery in motion sickness: A comprehensive literature
review," IEEE Access, 10.1109/ACCESS.2019.2922993, pp. 1-16, 2019.
52 N. Mohajer, S. Nahavandi, H. Abdi, and Z. Najdovski, "Enhancing Passenger Comfort
in Autonomous Vehicles through Vehicle Handling Analysis and Optimisation," IEEE
Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 2019.
53 N. Mohajer, Z. Najdovski, and S. Nahavandi, "Design and Development of a LowCost High-G Centrifuge System (Cyclone)," presented at the 7th IEEE International
Conference on Control, Mechatronics and Automation, TU Delft-Netherlands, 2019.
54 A. Mohammadi, S. Mohamed, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "Stabilizing model
predictive control with optimized terminal sample weight for motion cueing
algorithm," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on Industrial
Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

49

PUBLICATIONS 2019
55 S. Moro, P. Ramos, J. Esmerado, and S. M. J. Jalali, "Can we trace back hotel online
reviews’ characteristics using gamification features?," International Journal of
Information Management, vol. 44, pp. 88-95, 2019.
56 S. Nahavandi, "Trust in Autonomous Systems-iTrust Lab: Future Directions for Analysis
of Trust With Autonomous Systems," IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Magazine,
vol. 5, no. 3, pp. 52-59, 2019.
57

S. Nahavandi, L. Wei, J. Mullins, M. Fielding, S. Deshpande, M. Watson,
S. Korany, D. Nahavandi, I. Hettiarachchi, and Z. Najdovski, "Haptically-Enabled
VR-Based Immersive Fire Fighting Training Simulator," in Intelligent ComputingProceedings of the Computing Conference, 2019, pp. 11-21: Springer.

65 S. Pedrammehr, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "The forced vibration analysis of hexarot
parallel mechanisms," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on
Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.
66 S. Pedrammehr, M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "Kinematic manipulability
analysis of hexarot simulators," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference
on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

		
ABSTRACT: Firefighting is a physically demanding task that requires extensive
training. With the rising risks of global warming and its evident effects on spawning
bush fire, there is an increasing need for recruiting new fire fighters. This imposes
an unprecedented challenge of fast-tracking training procedures, especially in
rural environments where most bush fires occur. Additionally, the current manual
training procedures do not take into consideration the immersion factor, without
which a novice fire fighter may be overwhelmed when facing a bush fire for the
first time. This challenge has motivated us to harness the power of virtual reality
and develop a portable firefighting training system. The developed firefighting
training system, presented in this paper, is haptically enabled to allow the trainees
to experience the jet reaction forces from the hose. The system also features
realistic water dispersion and interaction with fire and smoke particles via accurate
particle physics modelling.

67 S. Pedrammehr, M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "Control system
development of a hexarot-based high-G centrifugal simulator," presented at the 20th
IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

58 T. N. Ngoc Duy Nguyen, Saeid Nahavandi, "Multi-Agent Behavioral Control System
Using Deep Reinforcement Learning," Neurocomputing, 2019.

71 M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, S. Mohamed, and S. Nahavandi, "An Inverse Kinematicbased Model Predictive Motion Cueing Algorithm for a 6- DoF Gantry-Tau
Mechanism," presented at the Conference: Australasian Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ACRA) Adelaide, South Australia, Australia, 2019.

59 N. D. Nguyen, T. Nguyen, S. Nahavandi, A. Bhatti, and G. Guest, "Manipulating soft
tissues by deep reinforcement learning for autonomous robotic surgery," presented
at the 13th Annual IEEE International Systems Conference, Florida, US, 2019.

50

64 A. K. Parham M. Kebria, Abbas Khosravi, Seyed Mohammad Jafar Jalali, and Saeid
Nahavandi, "Adaptive Type-2 Fuzzy Control Scheme for Robust Teleoperation under
Time-Varying Delay and Uncertainties," presented at the IEEE 15th International
Conference on Automation Science and Engineering (CASE) 2019, Canada, 2019.

68 S. Pedrammehr, M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "Manipulability Analysis
of Gantry-Tau parallel manipulator," presented at the Australasian Conference on
Robotics and Automation (ACRA) 2019, Adelaide, South Australia,Australia, 2019.
69 F. Pourpanah, C. P. Lim, and Q. Hao, "A reinforced fuzzy ARTMAP model for data
classification," International Journal of Machine Learning and Cybernetics, vol. 10,
no. 7, pp. 1643-1655, 2019.
70 M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, S. Khoo, and S. Nahavandi, "A Linear Time-Varying Model
Predictive Control-Based Motion Cueing Algorithm for Hexapod Simulation-Based
Motion Platform," IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems, 2019.

60 T. Nguyen, N. D. Nguyen, F. Bello, and S. Nahavandi, "A new tensioning method using
deep reinforcement learning for surgical pattern cutting," presented at the 20th IEEE
International Conference on Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

72 M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "A Decoupled Linear Model Predictive
Control-based Motion Cueing Algorithm for Simulation-based Motion Platform with
Limitted Workspace," in 2019 IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology
(ICIT), 2019, pp. 35-41: IEEE.

61 T. Nguyen, N. D. Nguyen, and S. Nahavandi, "Multi-agent deep reinforcement learning
with human strategies," presented at the 20th IEEE International Conference on
Industrial Technology, Melbourne, 2019.

73 M. R. C. Qazani, H. Asadi, and S. Nahavandi, "High-Fidelity Hexarot Simulation-Based
Motion Platform Using Fuzzy Incremental Controller and Model Predictive ControlBased Motion Cueing Algorithm," IEEE Systems Journal, 2019.
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		ABSTRACT: Situation awareness (SA) is an important constituent in human
information processing and essential in pilots' decision making processes. Acquiring
and maintaining appropriate levels of SA is critical in aviation environments as it
affects all decisions and actions taking place in flights and air traffic control. This
paper provides an overview of recent measurement models and approaches to
establishing and enhancing SA in aviation environments. Many aspects of SA are
examined including the classification of SA techniques into six categories, and
different theoretical SA models from individual, to shared or team, and to distributed
or system levels. Quantitative and qualitative perspectives pertaining to SA
methods and issues of SA for unmanned vehicles are also addressed. Furthermore,
future research directions regarding SA assessment approaches are raised to deal
with shortcomings of the existing state-of-the-art methods in the literature.
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ABSTRACT: Firearm shooting training is of importance in military and law
enforcement training tasks. Traditional training usually uses actual firearms or
modified bullets that are dangerous and expensive and difficult to evaluate the
performance. Firearm training simulation systems provide risk-free alternatives.
However, most existing simulation is visual-only, which lacks the immersion on
the force feedback. In this paper, we proposed a new firearm training simulation
system, which can provide more realistic training by incorporating physic effects
on recoil and trigger pull weight. Dynamic, immersive, and repeatable training
experiences while imposes no danger to trainees are provided in our system.
The system consists of haptics, physics engine, and motion capture. These three
components are carefully combined by developing the corresponding techniques
of haptic force rendering, visuo-haptic integration, and synchronisation, physicsbased dynamic simulation and motion analysis. Compared with existing systems,
our training system has more complete functionalities that include visual firearm
shooting, force generation, shooting reactions, result analysis and evaluation.
Moreover, it is adaptable to off-the-shelf hardware and software packages and thus
it can provide flexibility to system scalability and budget. To evaluate the proposed
system, two demonstrations are conducted for users where the systems accuracy,
immersion and usability are analysed. The results show the effectiveness of our
physics-based shooting model and the proposed system on simulating different
shooting scenarios.
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